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"Window of Opportunity" for Gay & Lesbian Rights
by Andrea Sammarco
News Editor
"All fags must die, painfully and slowly."
This graffitti, scrawled over an LGLSO
announcement, was one of the first
messages to greet Paula Ettelbrick,
National Director of Lambda Legal De
fense and Education Fund, during her
visit to Buffalo last Tuesday night. Ms.
Ettelbrick was here to speak on the
rights of lesbian and gay families and
social change. Her trip was sponsored
primarily by the Lesbian & Gay Law
Students Organization, the National
Lawyer's Guild, BPILP, and the Mitchell
Lecture Fund. Approximately 140 people
from the school and the Buffalo com
munity came out to listen to her experi
ences in public interest law.
Ms. Ettelbrick began her presentation
with an overview of the many problems
gays and lesbians have faced and still
deal with in contemporary American
society. Pointing out that "sodomy laws
form the cornerstone of discrimination in
this country", she gave as evidence of
this the fact that 22 states ~till have such
laws on their books. "The strategy to
survive in this country (by hiding one's
homosexuality) is exactly the opposite
of the strategy to change society (by
speaking out)." Referring to the time of
the Stonewall Riots in 1969, she la-

mented the fact that at that time it was
illegal for lesbians or gay men to meet
together in public. Ms. Ettelbrick spent
some time illustrating her point with
references to specific incidents of
intolerance which have come to the at
tention of her office.
Despite such depressing speculations,
Ms. Ettelbrick's speech provided an
optimistic perspective of the future of
the gay and lesbian civil rights move
ment, focusing primarily on the rapidly
changing status of this group. There
was no precursor to the gay rights
movement as there were to other civil
rights movements, such as the aboli
tionists or the suffragettes of previous
eras. In this light, the rapid advances of
the gay and lesbian movements are
astounding, according to Ms. Ettelbrick.
She emphasized that "Now is the
window of opportunity" for gays and
lesbians to press their case with the
American public. Victories such as
Mayor Dinkens' appointment of several
gay and lesbian judges to the bench, the
repeal of an immigration regulation
forebidding gays and lesbians from en
tering the U.S., and the numerous fed
eral court rulings that do not permit
sexual orientation as a basis for denying
child custody, bolster Ms. Ettelbrick's
faith in the future for gays and lesbians.
"The loss-victory ratio used to be 1O to
1," she said, "but now it's about 1 to 1.

Paula Ettelbrlck and Terry Mayo, President of LGLSO
This is a hopeful sign."
Focusing on legal issues, Ms.
Ettelbrick emphasized that public inter
est lawyers are not the only sources of
beneficial political change in the pro
fession today. Private law firms often
have much greater resources to bring a
precedent setting case before a judge,
and to push that case on appeal. Leg
islative aids may provide a pathway for
interest groups to access governmental
representatives, and can influence those
they serve. Lawyers must work to ''fig
ure out how to break down judges· ste-

reotypes, especially in the federal
courts," she said.
Lambda Legal Defense and Education
Fund works nationally through test-case
litigation and public education to defend
and extend the rights of lesbians and
gay men. Lambda is the largest and
oldest national gay and lesbian group in
the country. One-third of its work con
sists doing AIDS public policy work, and
Lambda filed the very first AIDS dis
crimination case in 1983. Two-thirds of
its work focuses on combatting sexual
orientation discrimination.

Professors Seek Enforcement ofTRO
by Maria Schmit
Managing Editor
University at Buffalo Law Professors
Lucinda Finley and Isabel Marcus, along
with co-counsel Mr. Glenn Murray, an
attorney in private practice, are currently
representing the Pro-Choice Network
of Western New York in a federal district
court suit against an anti-abortion activ
ist from Project Rescue. The trial began
Wednesday February 6 in front of Judge
Arcara. Mr. James Duane, a private
attorney, is representing Project Rescue.
The Pro-Choice Network is seeking

Professor Isabel Marcus

to have Project Rescue member Nancy
Walker fined for violating a temporary
restraining order which Judge Arcara
issued on September 27, 1990. On at
least three occasions she has violated
Judge Acrara's temporary restraining
ord~r requiring her to stay at least
fifteen feet away from clinic entrances,
and preventing her from discussing
abortion with patients uninterested in
talking about it or listening to her talk
about it. Mrs. Walker is described by
the Pro-Choice Network as a "ringleader"
of anti-abortion demonstrations, and has
been arrested 15 times over the past
four years for such activity. Her activi
ties include blocking entrances of clin-

Professor .Lucinda Finley

ics, screamming at patients, and voicing
inaccurate information, such as telling
women that if they have an abortion they
will never be able to have a child.
At the contempt hearing, Pro-Choice
Network witnesses spoke of their ex
periences trying to enter the clinics: some
were videotaped and had their automo
bile license plates videotaped by Project
Rescue demonstrators, others were
screamed at even after asking the pro
testors to stop. Several spoke of women
being driven to tears by the actions of
Mrs. Walker and her companions. One
witness testified that Mrs. Walker con
tinued to harass her even after being
told that the abortion was being sought
for medical purposes.
For her part, Mrs. Walker has denied
any wrongdoing and stated that she was
exercising her First amendment rights in
acting as a "sidewalk counselor." She
has stated her intentions to continue
confronting women seeking abortions.
Mrs. Walker's contempt hearing has
now finished. Both sides are now
waiting for the trial transcripts, which
should be ready by March 7. Attorneys
for the Pro-Choice Network and Project
Rescue will then write briefs to be heard
on April 19. In the mean time their will be
an interim hearing for a preliminary in
junction on March 6. While awaiting the
ruling, the Pro-Choice Network may file
suit under the temporary restraing order
for any violations
Locally, the largest fine ever imposed
against anti-abortion activists to date
has been just over one hundred dollars,

for lesser offenses than those attributed
to the defendant.
Mrs. Walker has
violated a federal court order; such vio
lation usually carries a heavy fine.
Though Mrs. Walker has stated that she
will continue such demonstrations, since
the contempt hearing she has been quiet.
Second Sult
The Pro-Choice Network has also filed
suit against Project Rescue members
Bonnie Behn and Carla Rainero for
violation of their temporary restraining
orders; each faces a possible fine of
$10,000 Their contempt hearing has not
yet been scheduled. Pro-Choice Net
work may also file additional contempt
charges against others in violation of
their TRO's.
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Monk Recalls·Experiences and Hardships in Tibet
by Srlkant Ramaswaml
Martin Luther King Jr. once said that
ihe true test of a man is not where he
stands in time of comfort and conve
nience, but where he stands In times of
challenge and controversy: No other
statement could have summed up the
way I felt about Lobsang Jinpa when he
addressed the students at Buffalo. Never
before has a man been so praised and so
reviled - so much discussed, so little
understood.
Lobsang Jinpa Is a Tibetan monk who
escaped from Tibet in 1987. He is cur
rently in the United States to accept the
human rights award that is sponsored by
the Reebok Foundation. Having ad
dressed many audiences during his trip,
students at Buffalo were privileged to

hear of his experiences and hardships in
Tibet. And when Lobsang talked, Buffalo
listened.
Lobsang stated that the Tibetans as a
people have suffered for years under the
domination of the repressive Chinese
Government. They have been denied
their rights to independence, and the
dominant Chinese Influence in the region
threatens their very existence. The
practice of Budhism in the region is sty
mied, and the last remaining monaster
ies are under threat of destruction,
symbolizing the death of a rich and an
cient culture.
According to Lobsang, all the Tibetans
have wanted is freedom from China. But
as the Tibetans have come to learn,
"freedom is never voluntarily given by the
oppressor. It must be demanded by the
oppressed." And so Lobsang and his

valiant people strive hard to free Tibet
from the claws of Chinese domination.
The results of this have been far from
successful.
Lobsang spoke with zeal and confi
dence. He spoke about the personal
brutality that he had suffered as a result
of resisting the Chinese Government.
He spoke about the methods of torture,
ranging from lying on blocks of ice till skin
peeled off your body to outright blows
that left you with a sense of hopelessness.
Yet, this young monk has been a source
of inspiration to many, proving that
sometimes it Is i"l)Ortant to stand un
flinchingly for your cause.
Lobsang, now residing in Dharmsala,
India, also mentioned that during his life
he had thought about committing sui
cide. The Chinese Government had
killed his mother in response to certain

things he had said about them; his reli
gion that stressed ahimsa or non-violence
had been virtually obliterated; the young
in Tibet had lost their sense of cultural
identity through Chinese influence.
Lobsang cried too, mentioning his ill
health on account of being repeatedly
beaten. It was a sorry sight.
I left Lobsang's talk with mixed emo
tions. Emotions that filled my mental
smorgasbord from sheer pride and
courage, to depression and pessimism.
The future for Tibet I thought was not a
rosy one. But I learned a lesson in
courage and rumilityfrom ayoungtwenty
four-year-old. A young man who could
have been enjoying life like the rest of us,
free from commitments and obligations.
But his country called, and Lobsang chose
to respond, so that in the future Tibet may
know how it feels to be free again.

From the desk o Angela Gott
February 15, 1991
To: Law Scrool AcmnistratOfS oonsiderqJ the CorrpJter Lab OR:x>rtunly
I am SJ>ing to ask First & Second Year Directors~ make announcemerts in Legal Professions classes and Evoence & Famiy Law Classes to take a oount of students who :
1) have ever used the Mac Lab br anytmg in Baldy
2) have ever used artt Corr1)uter Lab on Cclnllus
3) have their own <X>r11)Uter but no pmter
4) have their own <X>r11)Uter and letter quaily prilter
5) wouk:f use a CorrpJter Lab if offered by the Law Scrool
I hav~ talked wlh key people in SBA, The OPINIOf',J, Law Review, BASA, and some first and second year studerls I found in the Mac Lab tonigl1- Everyone who does not own
a oofll)Uter, thinks it's a great krea. Everyone who owns a oorTl)Ufer thinks l's a boo k:tea. Students who have invested the rroney for their own <X>r11)Uter systems do not want to be
req.iired to pay for somethingthey will neveror rarely use. Having acx:ess to 3 LASER.JET and 6 imagewrier (Near Letter Quality) prirlers is aconvenience that even COOl)Uter owners
would and oould use. Also Students could start on things at home and bring themto school the next day to COfll)lete. (Those with PC/MS DOS formats can SJ> to a Corrl)Uter Lab in
SEL to oonvert I to the MAC format and then convert it back if they wish and the Law Review is conskiering getting a system to convert too.)
CNer time, particularly if students were paying for l, even currerl COOlX,.lter owrers wouk:f find reasons and OR)Ortunity to use oofll)Uters in the Lab in addltbn to their ones at home.
But the gut reaction by oofll)Uter owners is that they don't want to pay.
wtrt can't the oorrp.ners be divided up among studerl groups and in the AV Department for general studerluse? Most law students bebng to at least one student group and then
would have access to a machine. The prrters could be in the AV Departrnerl, SBA Offce, Opinion OffK:e(LASER) and mage writers divided around various student groups? This
way, SBA funds allocated to the different sluderl groups wouk:f go toward paper and rtix>ns, surge protectors,reoair.; and mairlenance.
While I'd like to see the Lab, r students object to the oorrp.ner fee, I don't see i workilg. &rt, r all the other Cofll)Uter Labs are going to charge fees to student users, then once
students realizedtherewas nootherway, andthatat~thisLabwouk:fbe exclusive~forlaw Studerls, then maybethey'dacx:e~ It. Many studentscan not affordto j:X.Jrchase corrl)Uters
and this then places them at a real hardshp for preparing papers, case notes, mx>loourt ooirpetitions, etc. The semnars often req.iire srort papers in addition to a main paper. As
long as typed papers are being re<JJired those with oofll)Uters w~I have q..ile an~antage. Persons currently on Law Review have an advantage wih Lexis, Westlaw, Col'Tl)I.Jters,
prirters, their own Law Review volumes, etc. Not everyone can join thisexclusive club and the Mac Lab has been ''the eq..ialize(' , the means to effectively COO'l)ete.
If you don't warl to do a refererrl.lm, then what do you want us~ do? I'd say about 35% of the entire studert body own their own oofll)Uters. W~I the other 65% have to do w~hout
corTl)Ufer acx:ess because the wealthiest studerts don't want to pay $5G a semester for the rest of us to have something!? Shouk:f thi.5 year's graciJating Third Years be consulted?
Since they won't be around to have art'/ charges JU on their bill-and won1have to suffer the loss of <X>r11)Uter access, I say they shouk:fn't be oonsulted in this decision aoo that only
wrrent first and second year and December '91
gcKilating Third Year shouk:f have ifl)Ut.
Everyone Ivetalked to Ike the 7 days a week, noon- midniglt, hoiday, vacation breaks, etc. i'l Law School buildi~access, exclusive to Law S1Udents only idea and everyone witrout
a oorrp.ner that Ive talked to, feel that $25.00/semester, $SO/year (mx:ting summer months) is worth l
Could we do wih fewer oofll)uters and aDow students to waiver the Corrp.Jter Lab if they CM1n a <X>r11)Ute(:' All studerts paying to use the Lab wouk:f have to srow photo Validated
ID. No Non ID 'g.Jests" would be alowed and any caJglt trying to use the Lab wouk:f be biDed $25 and given ,validated ID status for the semester they were caJQt1. Wouk:f our lab
need al of the Macnosh eq.ipmerl? Would IBM/clone/PCNIS DOS eqJpmerl be added to make the Law Lat·more versatie and attractive to stu<jerts who have learned those and
be urr.villing to learn the Macirlosh (which takes I minute to learn, r that!)
The only thing that is SJ>ing to kil this idea will be the selfishness on the part of the wealhier students who havetheir own COOlXJling eqJpmenl. Basically this lab is a program to
benefi the Have Nots; not the Haves in this Law Scoool! To those law studerts who use the Mac Lab on am:>sta daily basis, $25.00 a semester seems Ike a smal price to pay. To
trose law studerls who are periodic users-say to do a Seminar Paper, perhaps resumes and oover letters, so~ personal correspondence, etc, then the $25.00 a semester seems
like a fair price to pay. But even some of these students don't feel that oorrp.Jter CM1ners srouk:f be forced tosi lbsidze the Have Nots.
I am getting oormients, Ike "This Law Scrool ought to have hcKS a Corrp.Jter lab alreooy, anyway" and'Why does it always have to be the students who have to pay for things that
are really necessary, etc.?' SBA does not have the power to decide this issue one way or the other. $ortl(students have said that "The Law School oould just SJ> ahead and do it
not even oonsult the studerts- j.Jst institute the Lab and charge the fee and the studerts would have no ch:>ict but to go ak>ng wih it." If you do institute it, you wil get OOITl)lairts from
alloorrp.nerownerstuderls. Studerlswhocan afford i, havej.Jstfiedhavinga<X>r11)Utersystemas aneciJcationai8xpense. Manyhave modems and oowwiththefreecoclestoWestlaw
and Lexis have free use from their homes to do research 7 days a week, am:>st 24 hours a day! Donl tel me these sluderts don't have an edge over the others-Losing this Mac
Lab wil make the gap wider.
Iliked havingthe ideathat studentswho up 1il oow have not hcKS an opportunity to learn howtcuse a oofll)Uter, wouk:f have accesstofree instruction, abiityto try out numerous software
programs, and learn the ''power" ot COfll)Jfing and word processing. I would like to see the Lat.order a Typing Tutor or Mastertype style program becaJse a bt of these students do
not kncmthe touch system and those programs self-train touch system painlessly. (It's Ike a starwarsgam&- You shoot down space ships butwlhout a joy sta<. The program teaches
you the home keys and builds and measures a-::curacy and speed- it's the most painless way to learrk> type and is not tedious or boring but funQ
I'd like to see some kind of poll be taken- plerly of pi)licily, al the pros and cons, and sort of a defailstyle vote-Al current first and seoond and Deceni>er 991 graclJating Third
Year law studerls who oqect to the $50 fee will have 5 days to show ID to Registrar's Offce and fill out , Vote No slip and offer oommerls, etc. Everyone not voting at the end of the
5 days wil be deemed to be for the CorlµJter Lab and the rnajorly wil rule/ decide the issue etc.
111 keep you posted on what the 1st and 2nd year SBA Directors fnd out from their oonstluerts. Have you all oonsidered asking the Law Allmni Association~ perhaps~ with the
rroney? Couk:fn't we ched<
some kind of aumni sponsored funcing to~ oown the oostto$30,'yearor $15 a semester perstudent? Or ask Each Studer, Grol4) funded by SBA
(Student Mandatory Fees) to offset some of this via SBA funds. SBA hast> pay a flal fee from3BA funds for studerts m use the Athletic facilities and not all sludens ever use those
facilties (pool, exercise eqJpmerl, running trco, et.) If we oould j.Jst get the $50 down- I donithin( that even studerts who own oorrputers YfU.lk:f 0"'8 about $15 a semester.
One final note- I don't feel the bind sluderts should have to pay this unless there is modfcaoorto enable these studerts to have acx:ess to the 8CJJiprnef1.

m

Sinceret,,

Ar1J81aGott
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Responsibility left unmet
We recently received a letter which came as a swprise not because of the
subject of its contents, but because of its arrival so late in the school year. It is
for this reason that we break from editorial policy and comment on the important
issues raised by this letter, the text of which appears on page 7 of this issue.
Every year, The Opinwn is chastised for its contents. Like late grades, it is a
perennial complaint made by a significant number of the paper's readers. It is a
pressing problem frequently discussed among this paper's editors at every
meeting and layout of the newspaper.
As a student newspaper, the editorial and staff members of The Opinion strive
to publish a paper that combines stories about school events and issues affecting ·
Law students, as well as news stories (both legal and non-legal) covering issues
and events outside the law school community.
·
Presently The Opinion staff is comprised of three members. The results ofour
efforts to recruit more students to write for the paper have been feeble to say the
leasL Two of the staff members will be graduating in May. as will all but three
oft.he present Editorial Board members. In other words, as things exist, there are
not enough active participants to fill the editorial positions which will soon be
vacated by graduating editors.
Because of the low number of students actively involved in the publication of
Lhi s paper, many important curricular and extra-curricular events that warrant
attention and coverage often go uncovered. Many of our articles are submitted
by non-staff persons whose contnbutions are somewhat "slanted." The Opinion
is subsequently left in a position to print whatever submissions it has received,
regardless of its subjectiveness. As a result, submissions whose places in the
newspaper would be more appropriate on the Op-Ed page, are frequently found
on pages deserving o~jecti vely written news stories.
The Opinion earnestly strives for the real thing: an interesting, enjoyable
newspaper which adheres to the highest standards of journalistic integrity that
a smdll group of busy law students can produce. We welcome and encourage
readers, especially first and second year students, to channel their efforts in
helping The Opinion be the best possible law school newspaper by contributing
to its production and publication, and not just its Mailbox.

Statt : Daryl McPherson, Pat Miceli, Lenny Cooper, Nathanial Charny
Contributors : George Snyder, John Chiappinelli, Rob Sardegna, Srikant
Ramaswami, Michael Fallon, Ron Coslick, Dave Steinberg
OCopyr,ght 1990. The Op,nlon , SBA. Any reprodualon d material& herein Is strictly prohibited without the express consent of the
Ednors The Op,non 1s published wery two weeks during the academic yuear. tt Is the student newspaper d the State University
of r.ew York at Buffalo School of Law. SUNYAB Amherst Carrl)us, Buffalo, N-York 14260. The views expressed In this paper are
not necessarily those of the Editorial Board or Staff of The Opinion. The Opinion Is a ron-profit organization, third-class postage
entered at Buffalo. NY . Editorial policy of The Opinion is determined colledively by the Editorial Board. The Opinion Is funded by
Iroe SBA from Sludent Law Fees.
Tne Opm ,on welcomes leners to the editor but r86erves the right to edit for length and libelous content. Letters longer than three typed
double spaced pages w ill nol be accepted. Please do not put anything you wish printed under our office door. All submissions should
be placed ,n law scllool mailboxes 677 or 808 by the deadline date. Deadlines for the S81T18Ster are posted In themailroom and outside
The Opinion office. 724 O 'Brian.

Seminar Requirement is Overkill
To the Editor:
The law school currently requires every law student to complete two seminar
papers. The purpose being that each student will benefit from the experience of
writing a scholarly legal paper. While I agree that this exercise is beneficial to the
student, I believe that requiring two seminar papers instead of one is not necessary.
The problem, as I see it, is twofold. First, our law school career is short and thus
it ,s important to select one's courses according to one's interests. While there are
many interesting seminar topics, some students may prefer to take a non-seminar
course instead. For instance, some students may prefer to take "Estate Planning"
or "Bankruptcy Reorganization" rather than "Law and Social Change" or "Law and the
Visual Arts." I am not trying to suggest that these non-seminar courses are more
important or more beneficial than the above-cited seminar courses. All I am
suggesting is that the student should have the option to decide what type of course
he or she will take .
Second , while it is true that a student may use an "independent study" to write on
any given topic, he or she is still precluded from taking an extra non-seminar course.
Writing a seminar paper on a specific aspect of an area of law is a good learning
exercise . However, I personally feel that taking a broad survey course in that area
of law is a better learning exercise. The,~ are some that may disagree with me. They
have the option of taking seminar classes instead of non-seminar classes. I would
like to have the option of taking non-seminar classes instead of seminar classes.
As was stated earlier, requiring students to write one seminar paper is beneficial.
Requiring students to write two seminar papers is, in my opinion, overkill. Further
more , a student who is required to take a second seminar course or independent
study is necessarily precluded from taking a broad survey non-seminar course.
Some students may prefer to take two seminar courses, others may not. This should
be left to the decision of the law student, not the law school.
Dave Steinberg, 3L
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To the Editor:
The Persian Gulf conflict has reaffirmed the age-old credo that the first
casualty of war is truth. Unfortunately, a second casualty has occurred as
a result of governmental manipulation of the media and the pervasive use
of military censorship: opposition to the war. In a nation governed by the
principles of democracy and dedicated to protecting freedom world-wide, a
stem in the free flow of information affects the ability of the public to make
rat_ional decisions on whether government's policies are appropriate and,
ultimately, acceptable.
Since the beginning of hostilities the Bush Administration has engaged in
a concerted effort to avoid critical press coverage through the use of press
pools. Only a few members of the 500-strong Persian Gulf press corps are
selected for inclusion in pools; these members are then subjected to strict
rules of military censorship. Military rules require that reporters travel at all
times with military escorts, and must comply when ordered to end an
interview or to stop taking pictures. The ostensible purpose of such
information restrictions is to ensure that the enemy has no access to
information that could be used against Allied troops. However, at least
some members of the media believe that the collateral effects of this system
have proven to be unacceptable.
In a lawsuit filed in Federal District Court in Manhattan, lawyers for The
Progressive, The Nation, The Village Voice, Mother Jones, and other
members of the "leftist media" assert that these publications have been
excluded from the pools entirely. The nine publications, joined by 4 writers
including William Styron, Sydney Schanberg and E. L. Doctorow, believe
that their exclusion from the press pools is part of a larger effort to avoid
critical coverage of military activities . They argue that the military's power
to review material to ensure the security of its operations also provides the
opportunity to censor news that might show the military in a bad light. One
instance of such censorship occurred when reporters were not told for over
a day that the first Marine deaths came as a result of "friendly fire"; it is still
un?l~ar whether this "oversight" was calculated to temper adverse public
opinion. Other government decisions, most notably the prohibition on the
photographing of flag-draped coffins as they are removed from military
tr~n_sp_orts, clea~lr demonstrate that the Bush Administration is working to
mm1m1ze oppos1t1on to the war, both at home and in the field .
In other instances, the timing of events has been a tool utilized by the
administration to curtail the distribution of potentially controversial infor
mation. For example , Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney went before
Congress to ensure that Operation Desert Storm would rece ive its $56
billion dollars on February 22nd. The 22nd was a Friday ; consequently
news of this was not reported until Saturday, the day o f the week that the
fewest Americans read newspapers and watch television news .
Some plans to suppress dissent have even gone beyond mere restrictions
on news relating to the war. In England, for example, the BBC felt it
necessary to ban 67 "questionable" songs, including John Lennon's "Give
Peace a Chance" and "Imagine," Edwin Starr's "War, " and M*A*S*H theme
song "Suicide is Painless," as well as others including the Bangles "Walk
Like an Egyptian" and Roberta Flack's "Killing Me Softly." Notably, few
American newspapers deemed this action newsworthy.
Much more alarming than the English response to the war, however, has
been the American response: private, non-governmental censorship. Around
the nation, many radio stations have responded to the war in a manner
similar to that of the BBC; they have refused to play songs that might be
construed as "unpatriotic." In a similar act, representatives of eight veterans
groups in Pittsburgh have endorsed a decision to bar the organization
"Veterans for Peace" from using a county facility built to honor those that
fought and died in war. The hall chairman told reporters that "we don't want
anti-American rhetoric flowing out of a shrine to Americanism."
Those who oppose the war are saying that the real issue in the military
press debate is not whether we're compromising military security. The real
issue is whether we as a society will recognize the value of unrestricted
access to information, and protect the public's fundamental right to be
informed. Will it be done now, they ask, when it is still possible to make the
American people recognize the true costs of war, or after the fact, when it
is too late to do anything about it?
Historically, the military's logic has been devastatingly consistent. It was
CNN's man in Baghdad, Peter Arnett, that got the most famous line of the
Vietnam War. When questioning an American advisor on his decision to use
clearly excessive firepower on a village, a decision that resulted in numerous
civilian deaths, the advisor responded "It was necessary to qestroy the
village in order to save it." Unfortunately, it may be left to history to
recognize the tacit agenda of the Bush Administration: That it was necessary
to subvert the ideals that underlie the First Amendment in order to protect
them .
Michael Fallon and Ron Coslick

The Deadline for
the next issue of
The Opinion
is March 11 at 5:00pm
Please submit articles to box 677 or 808.
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BUTCHER OFBAGHDAU ..MEETTHEBUTCHER OFWASHINGTON
........................................................... A: One (the rest will gladly follow)
by Michael Gurwitz
Did you know that each Patriot missile
Layout Editor

(Buffalo) Hey, hey, hey! This is Maaaad
Mike reporting to you semi-dazed from
the desk in his bedroom. Due to the
budget krunch The Opjnjon didn't have
enough money to send to me Reeahhhd
Saudi Arabia, or even the Rafsanjohnny
Hotel in beautiful downtown Baghdad,
so like the rest of you, I've been getting
my information via sattelite, and boy is
the news from space crazy tonight!!!
••• • u • u a••• ua ua u • ,u • u • u ,uu •••••a••• ua ••••• a a

Here's a riddle:
Q: How many Iraqi babies can George
Bush order bombed in a single day?
A: Sky's the limit, asshole!

••••••••••uau,u,auau••••..•••••••uauaua,,aa,aa

Dick Cheney
Get it?

......................................................

At one of those "Pentagon" (traditional
five-sided symbol of evil and quick prof
its) briefings before the pressed pool of
recorders, I mean reporters, one of the
soldier-things was asked how the U.S.
(that's USI) would respond if SadDAM
HusSEIN usedchemicalweapons. 'Well,
we'd look the other way and increase our
agricultural credits to him" said the soldier
thing. "No no no!" yelled the reporter, "I
mean on our people, not his I" "Oh,
sorry," said the S-T, "in that case, we
wou!d respond massively and mercilessly
(or some forbidding words to that effect).
Gee, I guess Hussein must have used
chemical weapons after all ...

Speaking of our victory, Iraqi health offi
cials are concerned that the thousands
of dead bodies decomposing in Baghdad
will lead to the spread of disease. The
United States has generously offered to
assist the Iraqis in resolving this crisis.
To this end, the State Department is
sending over veterans of the Operation
Just Cause (we felt like it) invasion of
Panama to train the Iraqis in the fine art
of dumping anonymous corpses into
mass graves. "Hey, it worked in Panama
City!" said an official who wished to re
main nameless.

Big Balls Mantra lsay over and over)
We liberatedGrenada
Tada, tada!
And now we can ignore it
Tada, tada!
We liberated Nicaragua
Tada, tadal
And now we can forget it
Tada, tada!
We liberated Panama
Tada, tada!
And now we can forget it
Tada, tadal
We liberated Kuwait
Tada, tadal
And now we can ignore it
Tada, tada!
We ignored Tibet
Tada, tadal
It can liberate itself
Tada, tadal
We ignored lhe Baltic states
Tada, tadal
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They can liberale themselves
Tada, ta dal

Dick Cheney
......................................................

We only pick on weaklings

Flash! I swear to God on the Holy Bible
and Billy Graham that only a few minutes
ago I saw George Bush hanging out of a
White House window, beating his chest
and bellowing: "I'm the biggest damn
gorilla in the jungle now!"
• u •••••••••• u .... u. u •••• u .... u. u. u. u. u .....

Did you know that it's been estimated
that only fifty Iraqi children are dying
each day due to complications arising
from a lack of water, electricity, sanitation,
and medical supplies?

Tada, tada!
We're standing tall again
Tada!

............................................................
According to most pundits (beings of
the planet Pundoid), the United States
has finally licked its Vietnam Syndrome
(ie. a vestige of conscience)-watch out
world, here we come!

..........................................................
Here's another riddle:

0: How many Americans does it take to
brutalize a third-world nation?

.......................................................

George Bush has succeeded in shaming
Saddam Hussein by forcing him to with
draw from Kuwait prematurely. "Just
another case of Kuwaitis lnterruptus'
snickered Bush.

cost a million bucks a pop? Or that each
cruise missile which cruised into Baghdad
cost a billion bucks a pop? Did you know
that people are freezing to death in the
streets of this country due to a lack of
affordable housing? Do you think our
government knows, or cares?

................................................,.......

Hmmm. Seems like war is good for
business after all. United States corpo
rations are slated to get multi-million dollar
contracts to rebuild Kuwait. Among those
mentioned in the media are GM and
Bechtel. Didn't Ronald Reagans friends/
cabinet members all come from Bechtel?
GM is drooling in anticipation of selling
more than 100,000 cars to the Kuwaitis.
And of course, what's good for GM is
good for the country, right? Oust see
Roger and Me for an answer to that
Seems that Americans have great sym question).
pathy for the suffering Kuwaitis, but have
great difficulty finding any sympathy for Query: Who is going to rebuild Iraq? Will
the suffering peoples of Central and South our bloodthirsty Commander in Chief take
America. Hmmm. Maybe our own geno responsibility for the innocent victims of
cidal campaign against the indigenous of his war with the murderous Saddam
our own country has conditioned us to Hussein? Neither leader shows any true
overlook our support of the genocidal concern for their respective citizens, but
campaigns against the indigenous hey, they're both still in power, right?
peoples of our Southern neighbors.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Hey Fed Boys, where's that letter you
I swear this is true! The United States promised me?
Marines sent spies posing as salesmen
into Iraq during the war. I can see it all I know that it's illegal to advocate killing
now: "Sir this encyclopedia can change the President, but how about wishing him
a long, drawn-out and extremely painful
your life, Sir!"
MtJII\AHHMHlMHl . . .l&MH. . . . .
disease where his pecker falls off and he
We won, we won! Let us rush into the has to pee through a straw?
streets and celebrate our victory! We
only killed 100,000 Iraqis in the Great That's about it. True to the human con
dition, I am plagued with doubts. I am
War for Oil.
Thousands more were wounded and faced with the same dilemma which is
disabled, but by God we're standing tall perhaps shared by many of you (and you
know who you are): whether to stay in
again. Viva Manifest Destiny!
this deeply troubled country and try to
There has been a storm of controversy make things better, or flee overseas and
recently over a Washjngton Post column watch from afar as it sinks into chaos and
that called the United States pilots who despair? It's too soon to tell, but I hear
bombed Baghdad cowardly killers of New Zealand is auite lovelv this time of
women and children. That's a bit harsh. year.
I wouldn't call them cowards- murder- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
ers, maybe, but not cowards.
IO_
LA FUND AWARDS $12,500 to
BPILP

True Story: I was watching the Tube
during the war when Bush came on and
started talking. It finally happened! I had
an actual physical reaction to the man's
voice! I just can't stand to listen to him
anymore. This happened to me with
Reagan, but it occurred in his second
term. Bush has managed to physically
sicken me in his first (and hopefully last
-yeah, right) term. Oh joy!

...............................................................

...................................................

............

.........................................................

........................................................

New Twist for BPILP Internships
by Gretchen Stork

So you think you've found the perfect
summer job in public interest. The work
is creative, you'll learn from people who
really know their stuff, and you'll be
working for clients who can't afford private
legal services. The only catch is this
great agency with the perfect job can't
afford to pay you.
A ·new addition to the Buffalo Public
Interest Law Program summer internship
program may be just the ticket. BP!LP
has designated three of its summer in
ternships this year to be "student-initi
ated." Students with a firm offer of em
ployment in public interest, but no source
of funding, need only submit an applica
tionto be consideredfora$2,000 stipend.
Internships can be anywhere in the
country, the only limits being the public
interest nature of the business and that
the student have only a minimum of other
funding, such as summer work-study.
BPILP considered making some in
ternships student-initiated in the past,
but seriously examined the option this
year because of the number of internships
it's able to offer. Thanks to amazing
fund-raising success, BPILP was able to
more than double its internships, from six

last summer to thirteen this year.
The money comes in large part from
the Work a Day in the Public Interest
pledge drive, which last year netted just
over $20,000 in pledges. BPILP mem
bers are currently gearing up for this
April's Work a Day drive, which will fund
internships for next summer. For those
who have not yet experienced the mad
ness, the week-long drive asks students
and faculty to pledge the equivalent of
one day's salary to help fund the intern
ships, which benefit agencies which
otherwise would not be able to hire a
student, and students who might other
wise not be able to do legal work over the
summer. The rest of the money for the
internships comes from alumni and out
side fundraising done by Public Interest
Graduate Assistants Kathleen Welch and
Chris Thomas.
Ten of the thirteen internships will be
distributed in the traditional manner, with
Western New York legal services agen
cies submitting proposals for an intern,
and the BPILP membership then voting
on which agencies will be chosen. In
terested students then submit their re
sumes to COO, and the agencies choose
which students to interview. BPILP has
no say in who gets chosen. Agencies
chosen last year included Farmworker·s
Legal Services, Neighborhood Legal

gop~
whert

,· E3P(L~
icirg on its cake last
if learned it has been
wee~/
;~warded. f •12,500 grant from the ln
Services, Volunteer Lawyers Project, J~t~st qtjJ,W}'ers Account of the State
New
?:.
•·•
Criminal Appeals Bureau of Legal Aid of
Buffalo, and Legal Services for the Eld 'i,.
a year which saw BPll.P
erly, Disabled or Disadvantaged.
The selection process for student initi
ated efforts will obviously be different. In
an effort to be as fair as possible, two
BPILP members from each class will
form the committee which chooses the
projects. A faculty member will be asked
to sit on the committee as well. No BPILP
.-.. :::::
member who is also attempting to have a
project funded will be permitted on the
committee, and BPILP is assuming the
diversity of its membership and its own toward funQIDQ sumriierintemshipswitlf
reputation for fairness will alleviate any
concerns students may have about fa
voritism in choosing projects.
The decision to make only three of the
thirteen internships student-initiated re thfrte.en in~~itlships thts
~temaikt
••···
flects an effort to tread cautiously in un able.increase.,<
familiarwaters. More irll)Ortantly, BPILP
IOL/(fQ6n~y'¢q~s'~fffie end'~{
wishes to keep a majority of the intern W~lch andl'oomas•tenure; and a year
ships within the Western New York legal _
in w.nic,i BPlLP was honored at the
services community, with which it has .NAP.1Lconf¢renceforhavingorieofthe
worked for many years and to which it fastest growing programs in the coun~
feels a strong allegiance.
try. Third-year student Tara Burke wai
BPILP hopes to announce this year's also honored
most innovative In
participating agencies by March 11. Ap ternship, for her BPILP internship with
plications and more information on the the Volunteer Lawyers Project, in which
student initiated internships can be found she coordinated local attorneys to serve
at COO or Room 509. Deadlines for indigent tenants facing eviction, in
student initiated projects will be April 3.
Buffalo City Court.
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Discusses·Role
of
African
'Ifie I ta{ian Loafer: · ·
Americans in the Military
Adventures of a_Le{!_al Gumshoe _
6y Jolin '13. Licata

~eatures 'Editor

A few years back a friend of mine
needed heip working on a paper. It was
due on the following Monday on a subject
I'm somewhat familiar with so we were
able to breeze through paper without
pulling an all-nighter. She got the diploma
and I ended up wrestling with the eternal
question of whether I had violated any
ethical provisions regarding schoolwork.
Of course I had. But, the real question
was could I live with my deceit? Would
my heretofore tranquil nights be torn
asunder by phantasms too powerful to
be subdued by a handful of Sominex and
a quart of NyOuil? Obviously not. Would
I do it again? Let me check the legal
ramifications of my answer, then I'll get
back to you.
My recent soul searching has been
stirred by flyers proclaiming the impending
MPRE in the middle of March. Ethics. I
know a few people, likeable mugs, who
tell me that the real MPRE ought to
include questions of how to get around
the laws and responsibilities hampering
the legal profession. Make doublespeak
and reclassification of funds go a long
way toward establishing the new order of
society and liberate the lawyer from the
morality hounds intent on crippling the
justice system. I just smile at them.
After years of wondering how does a
person escape the morality imposed by
society the answer was given to me by
watching the television news. Senators
Alan Cranston, Dennis DeConcini, John
Glenn, John McCain, and Don Riegle,
alias "The Keating Five,"weretold by the
Senate Ethics Committe that they were a
big disappointment. Getting caught, no
doubt. Cranston, suffering from prostate
cancer and already withdrawn from the
next senatorial election, was the obvious
scapegoat for the Senate but something
else was at work here. I needed some
expert help to understand the deeper
currents of this act. I called Char1es Nora,
political analyst and haberdasher.
I quickly outlined my problem with the
entire situation including the lack of jus
tice, law and basic integrity. How would
this latest letdown affect society?
"Mr. Loafer you've to understand that
the Senate Ethics Committee is the
grandest mislabeling since Leif Erikson
established Greenland, since the for
mation of the United Kingdom, since the
naming of the pineapple ..."
This continued for several minutes as
she discussed the nature of society to
incorrectly label individuals and organi
zations. After she mentioned Tricky Dick
I brought her back to the Keating Five.
"The treatment of the Keating Five
bothers you that much? "
I assured her that it did. For some
reason I was feeling anachronistic, a
regular moral dinosaur unable to change
with the times. Perhaps I had no time to
really call my own ...
"Stop being so melancholy, Loafer.
Basically the treatment of the Keating
Five strikes at the very foundation of the
American criminal justice system. Who
decides the measure of guilt in a trial?"
she asked.
I told her it was the fact finder. Years
ago I learned not to say jury since some
trials only have a neutral judge listening
to all the evidence, competent or not (I'm

referring to the evidence, of course) and
then determining guilt based upon ad
missible evidence.
~in this situation the Keating Five were
given exactly what the U.S. Constitution
promised them: a jury of their peers."
The simplicity of the problem engulfed
me. An actual jury of peers. How often
had we railroaded men of brilliant dia
bolical genius through a system of
unimaginative men and women, resent
ful of their imposed civic duty. A system
where the criminal is actually measured
in the scales by similar criminals prom
ises to treat each person according to
their individual inalilenaable rights.
Nora Charles was talking again. "If we
took this jury of peers thing seriously we
would never have been able to try Char1es
Manson, Claus von Bulow, or Ronald
Reagan."
I told her tat we hadn't tried Ronald
Reagan for any crime.
"Oh, I heard his entire administration
was put on trial. My mistake. Anyway,
this jury thing is a greater fiction than the
'reasonable person· standard. There
actually is a great deal of credibility in
volved in the Senate's decision. They
have established a firm moral stance
when placed under unrelenting public
scrutiny. Given this as the norm we can
see the integrity of the system lurking
throughout their actions. The crime wasn't
accepting the money, per se, - the crime
was both accepting money from a political
liability (a definite faux pas) and then
getting caught. The Senate frowns on
those elements," she had a definite
ability to see inside the minds of the
American politician.
I asked her if society will ever get a
widespread application of trial by jury of
peers.
"I can't imagine allowing twelve mur
derers decide the fate of another killer.
Yet, if the death penalty were reinstituted
the public might still be satisfied with the
verdict of twelve people who have killed
before. If they vindicate their peer be
cause the victime deserved it, well, that
would stop the movement toward a jury
by peers. Today the legal system is
rigged for those people dedicated to the
propositions of white bread and the
Grandfather clause. If Michael Millken
were tried by a like jury, he'd be rewriting
the economy and financial market daily.
Are we better off? I don't know," she
sighed at the end of her statement giving
me the cue that my time was running out.
Would the S&L mavens get away with
it?
"I don't see how we could try them
without emptying the jails first. That
money is long gone."
After I hung up I tried to grasp the
subtleties of the justice system. Two
mutually exclusive modes of thought
counterbalanced to protect the rights of
the individual and the norms of society:
individual free will v. the collective ideal.
Hobbes, Locke and Jefferson all fought
to obtain some measure of each. Was
the American sysstem doling out justice
in an uneven manner. Of course. Was
the Senate a closer approximation of
how the judicial system is supposed to
work in the eyes of the Americans? We'll
find out on election day.

Have a Heart
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On Thursday, February 28th, the Black
Law Students' Association sponsored a
forum on African-Americans in the Mili
tary. Professors Charles Carr and
Muhammad Kenyatta spoke atthis forum.
The speakers discussed the limitations
of an all-volunteer army in an economi
cally divided United States. Professor
Carr stated that "As long as Blacks and
poor whites are kept on the outside of the
economic structure, they will continue to
face the sheer frustration of not being
able to make it in the outside wor1d, they
will continue to make up the army."
Professor Kenyatta spoke in terms of
an imperialistic United States which has

demonstrated, both in past actions and
in its present oonflict in the Persian Gulf,
that it is an empire dedicated to expanding
its frontiers and preserving its hegemony.
"The Kuwaiti government is part of the
greater Western empire," he said, "this is
why when Iraq invaded Kuwait it did not
miss a beat. Iraq was really unsettling to
the American empire in the Western
economic scheme.
Both Carr and Kenyatta voiced their
concern that the United States govern
ment, if left unopposed by its citizenry,
will oontinue to wage future wars and
aggresive acts against people of color,
both in this country and abroad.

Professors Char1es Carr and MuhalMlad Kenyatta spoke at forum last Thursday.

TRO Continued from page 1
Both Professor Marcus and Profes
sor Finley have donated their time to
represent the Pro-Choice Network be
cause of the great importance they at
tach to this issue. They want to "tum
commitment into reality." Professor

Marcus stated: "[e]ven people who are
uncomfortable with questions of abortion
have to deal with why these people (anti
abortion activists) have made driveways
and streets of health care facilities un
safe."

Alot ofcampus rapes start here.
Whenever !heres drinkiDg or drugs, things can get out of hand.
So ics DO surprise tJw many ampus rapes illYOlve alcohol
Bw you should know that wider any ciitumstances, sex widlout
the olher pmons cooscm is considmd rape. Afi:1011)1 punishable
by prison. And drinking is DO excl.L'iC.
Tom whJI when you plltJ it's good to know what your limits are.
You see, alittle sobering tbougbl now can SM you from a big
. problem latet
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Opiniof{citecJ for takini{name too,literally
Dear Editor:
As a second year student I have seen nearly two years of The Opinion and am
dismayed by the level to which the paper has fallen during that period of time. When
I first arrived at UB Law School The Opinion's excellence as a law school newspaper
had just been recognized by its being rated the second best law school paper in the
country. Since that time the level of journalistic integrity of the paper has declined
steadily, and has reached new lows this semester. Jim Monroe's article chronicling
the events leading up to the war against Iraq in the February 5th issue exemplifies
the lack of integrity of which I speak. There are many problems with Mr. Monroe's
article. I have chosen, though, in the interests of time and space economy, to
address only what I feel are the most egregious ones.
First, Mr. Monroe states that in December, 1990 "(t)he U.N. Security Council
decide(d) that January 15 (wa)s the magic date, after which the U.S. c(ould) no
longer tolerate Saddam holding on to our beloved democratic friend Kuwait." Aside
from having his facts incorrect, the decision of the Security Council having taken
place in November, this bit of sarcasm, while appropriate in some media, is totally
out of place in journalistic writing. Mr. Monroe, as a journalist, has no business
making such a remark, which is nothing more than an expression of his own personal
opinion. Such blatant characterizations are, incidentally, violations of the most
important canon of journalism: objectivity.
Second, further along in his "article," Mr. Monroe states that on January 17, 1991,
Buffalo Police Commissioner Dagenhart told some off-duty cops to "attend the
Peace [sic] protest at Lafayette Square and start trouble and make arrests." As we
all know from elementary school, "peace" should not have been capitalized in that
context. More importantly however, who, or what, is Mr. Monroe's source for such
a statement? A statement like this should be backed up by at least two sources. Isn't
he aware that such is the stuff of which libel suits are made?
Third, Mr. Monroe resorts to outright falsehood when he states that Pentagon
officials did nothing to clean up the oil spill in the Gulf. The military in fact went out
of its way to bomb the oil terminals in order to stop the flow of oil into the Gulf at risk
of considerable loss of life. In addition, the military is hardly trained or equipped to
handle the cleanup of a massive oil spill. What more did Mr. Monroe expect the
military to do about the spill? There is, after all, a war on.
Without a doubt though, the most damning portion of Mr. Monroe's piece, and,
ultimately, the reason for my decision to write this letter, is his account of the events
of January 30, 1991. I quote Mr. Monroe: "The body bags start rolling in as Rambo
marines [sic] get too close to the Iraqi border and the Iraqi troops come in late at night
to mix it up." Forgetting for a moment the fact that such a characterization is not
appropriate in a journalistic writing, Mr. Monroe's characterization of the killed
Marines as Rambos cheapens both their lives and sacrifices to the point of making
them non-persons.
Each of us has our own views concerning the war. Whatever those views are,
however, we all must acknowledge that each of the Marines who were killed had their
own views as well, that each had their own reasons for being in Saudi Arabia, and
that each was willing to fight, and die, for something they believed in. The views and
beliefs of the killed Marines are entitled to an equal amount of weight as are those
of anyone else, including Mr. Monroe. The characterization of persons willing to die
fr . ••· ~. • ,. . . . . - .
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they died, and the persons themselves. I challenge Mr. Monroe to say to the parents
of any one of the killed Marines what he has already said in print: "Your child's beliefs
don't count for anything more than those of a movie character, and neither does your
child."
Of considerably lesser importance, but nonetheless noteworthy, is Mr. Monroe's
failure to capitalize "Marines." Did he intend this as a final insultto those who losttheir
lives, or did he just forget? Neither is acceptable for a journalist with over 17 years
of schooling behind him.
Further, the reference to the battle for Khafji as "mixing it up" connotes a barroom
brawl or a street fight. In neither case are the lives of thousands at stake. To make
such an analogy cheapens the lives of all those involved, on both sides. I find it
amazing that one who is as obviously opposed to war as is Mr. Monroe holds so little
respect for human life and dignity.
What makes the situation as bad as it is, is that degrading items such as this have
appeared in The Opinion before. Why is it that a considerable number of those in this
law school who are politically left of center, some of whom are apparently on the staff
of The Opinion, have no compunction against minimizing human life and sacrifice in
order to make their points? As an example of this phenomena I pointto Mr. Gurwitz's
comparison last semester of AIDS victims to the victims of the Nazi Holocaust. That
comparison immeasurably cheapened, and showed no respect for the lives of the six
million Jews killed in the Holocaust. Ido not intend to minimalize the suffering of Al DS
victims, but one just cannot compare the two; and while I have no great love for the
Republicans, they are not Nazi's, as Mr. Gurwitz suggested. I realize that this
comparison appeared in Mr. Gurwitz's "Ground Zero!" column and was not intended
to be a reporting of news, but its particularly degrading nature is typical of what occurs
in this law school every day, and in The Opinion from time to time under the guise of
news.
Despite the failings of Mr. Monroe as a journalist, and others like him who also write
for The Opinion (which is in no way intended to reflect upon the paper's good writers,
of which there are many), these writers are, in the end, not to blame for the decline
of our school paper. The blame for that lies squarely on the shoulders of the editors.
No excuses; it is the function of an editorial staff to ensure the journalistic integrity of
any paper and the grammatical sufficiency of any article within it. In these respects,
the editorial staff of The Opinion have, of late, failed.
I realize the most obvious response to my position is that The Opinion is not meant
to be a true "newspaper," but is intended rather to inform students of how their
classmates feel concerning events affecting all of us and to provide those who write
for the paper with an opportunity to speak out on issues of import to them. If this is
so, however, why is there an editorial page, and why does Mr. Gurwitz have a column
specifically for the purpose of allowing him to express his opinions? Why make these
items distinctive at all? After all, they're only some opinions among a bunch of others,
aren't they? Why, then, use the scales of justice, implying impartiality, in the paper's
logo? The Opinion purports to be an informative journal published by and for the
students of UB Law School. As such, the opinions of its staff (whatever merit or lack
thereof they may possess) ought to be confined to the editorial page and columns
such as Mr. Gurwitz's. The editorial staff's failure to do so has resulted in the school
newspaper we have today.
Rob Sardegna

Bar Co-op Responds to Pieper ~etter
To the editor,
In response to a letter put in the law school mailboxes by J. Gardiner Pieper of the
Pieper Bar Review, the Buffalo Bar Review Collective did not misrepresent, nor
disparage J. Gardiner Pieper, nor his course. In his letter he characterizes our
assertion that, "his course was the only course to reject our offer outright", as a
misrepresentation. He then goes on to state the reasons why he rejected our offer
outright.
In light of what we had heard about Pieper having the lowest pass rate and
charging New York State students over $2 Million per year for audiotaped lectures
and little or no course materials we refrained from disparaging his course as much
as possible. When we asked a rep last year about the low pass rate he said that it
was due to a high minority enrollment. Again, we refrained from speculating that the
low statewide minority pass rate may have been due to a disproportionately high
enrollment in Pieper.
We feel that J. Gardiner Pieper's claim that he has the enrollment of over one half
of the CUNY Queens law school should be remembered next year when we look at
CUNY's pass rate. We know that when Bar/BAI had the CUNY collective the pass
rate was 27%. The next year the collective chose Bar/BRI and supplemented the
course with Marino's essay writing and the pass rate went up to 54%. According to
a member of the CUNY Collective Board, this year the CUNY collective chose
Marino and both Bar/BAI and Pieper really put the sales pressure on at that school
because they feared that Marino, with the highest pass rate in the state, would make
huge inroads into their highly profitable turf if the CUNY pass rates went up any
further.
This brings up another question that the Buffalo collective has been striving to
answer: How can we verify pass rates? Marino claims the highest pass rate and the
other two courses neither accept nor reject Marino's claim. Instead, Bar/BAI claims
afew percentage points below Marino's unsubstantiated claim and Pieper completely
skirts the issue. If nobody is lying then New York's pass rate is around 80% or
Pieper's rate is really low.
We feel that the Bar examiners should have a separate sheet to be removed from
each bar exam on which the test taker selects the method and/or company used for
test preparation. This response would then be separated from the tests until after
grading and then compared in order to establish pass rates. The purpose of the Bar
Exam is said to be to insure that it allows only fully prepared lawyers to practice in
this state. As much as we may disagree with the efficacy of this test for fulfilling that
lofty goal we feel that if they are serious they should allow students the ability to make
an informed choice as to the method of preparation. So far Marino is the only bar
review company that has advanced such a notion.
After a careful review of the available data, including talking to students who failed
and passed with the different courses, I have chosen not to give $1,200 to J. Gardiner
Pieper and I hope other students will continue to participate in the Buffalo Coop and
make their choice based on careful evaluation of available materials and not on high
pressure sales tactics or unjustifiable scare tactics.
J. Lloyd Monroe
Co-founder Buffalo Bar Review Collective .
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Successfully passing this two hour exam is a requirement for admission to the New
York State Bar. This seminar is FREE to students who are enrolled in the PIEPER BAR
REVIEW COURSE, otherwise there is a $125.00 fee which includes books. Why not
come and experience the Pieper method.
Applications can be obtained from your Law School or the National Conference of
Bar Examiners (319) 337-1287.
The filing deadline for this exam is Feburary 15, 1991. The exam fee is $25.00. Late
registration will be accepted until March 6, 1991, but the exam fee is increased to
$75.00. If you miss the March MPRE, the next MPREexam is Friday, August 16, 1991.

For more information contactyour Law School Pieper Rep or

PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, N.Y. 11501 • Telephone: (516} 747-4311
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· Hate Speech Leads to Expulsion · ·· u.B. Jessup Team Takes 1\vo
by Maria Schmit

Managing Editor
A Brown University student was re
cently expelled for voicing ethnic, racial
and anti-homosexual remarks in violation
of that school's student behavior code.
The student behavior/conduct code,
adopted by the University in 1989, pro
hibits hate speech attacking race,
ethnicity, gender, religion,sexual orien
tation and handicap. The Brown Daily
f::Wak1 identified the expelled student as
Douglas Hann, 21, a junior business and
management major and varsity football
player. Hann is the first student to be
expelled for such harassment.
The incident that led to Hann's ex
pulsion occurred on October 18, 1990.
Students heard Hann outside the dorms
shouting "nigger," "you niggers." When
students confronted him, he said: "My
parents own you people." To those who
were not black, Hann yelled: "What are

you, a faggot." "Are you Jewish ... Jew."
On January 25, 1991 the University
Disciplinary Counsel, composed of stu
dents and facuity, found Hann guilty of
violating the student behavior code and
voted to expel him. Hann appealed the
decision to the University President. On
February 12, 1991, Brown President
Vartan Gregorian upheld findings and
the decision of the disciplinary board.
This was not Hann's first violation of
the Code. At a fraternity party on Janu
ary 27, 1989, Hann called a black student
a "nigger." He was convicted by the
University Disciplinary Counsel and or
dered to attend a race relations work
shop and undergo counseling.
Others schools have codes similar to
Brown's. Students have been dismissed
for violations of their school's behavioral
codes, but could later reapply. Hann,
however, is the first student to be ex
pelled. He is permanently banned from
Brown University.
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Oh to be a smart bomb
6~ my way to';I~' Iraq, ·
With my sexy space-age sensors
To help me out with my attack.

Are the ~pie g:tting antsy?
Back at home are we all bored?
Why not 1.~ us fly them smart bombs
Shoot that bad Iraqi horde.

Don't need no on-board pilot- :.: ·:.:./'
I'd just fly from whence Icame,
Projecting pictures of my targets
Like a live Nintendo game.

Pay a quarter, grab the joystick,
Show that video-honed skill,
Ird be just like Space Invaders
With little beeps for every kill.

See that secret bunker? ,
Steer me right up to the door;
I'd say "Mailman" a~d ird open
And the bunker'd be ~o more.

Soldier or civilian?
Do we really give a fuck?
Call the g~d "collateral damage,"
Chalk it'up to their bad luck.

Soldier or civilian?
Hey that's someone else's guess.
I'm a smart bomb-not a genius_,.·
Don't blame me if there's a mess.

Gotta win this for George Herbert,
for the Gulf, and for the gas,
· Saddam called the US evil
Send the troops to kick his ass.

But oh to be a smart bomb,
To be the star of the Mideast show.
Get my name all on the networks
(Make Raytheon some dough).

Got a problem? Use a smart bomb
There's nothing it can't do. ·
But why limit it to Baghdad?
Here at home we need it too!

Don't need no peace solution.
Where's the glitter? Where's the splash?
Can't show off General Schwartzkopf
If there's no military bash.

War on Drugs? On the homeless?
It's a politician's dreamGet your domestic problem
In irs video-tracking beam!

Tomahawks and 8-1 bombers,
Fun to play with high-tech toys,
11
'
ith gas masks like Darth Vader's
&-:Jr all the girls and boys.

Oh a smart bomb, yes indeedy,
Now wouldn't that be just the life
To be the ultimate solution
For every kind of strife.

the ground war-get things go·
.Start
mgCan't let the TV ratings drop.
After all the war's insurance
Against a '92 election Rop.

John Chiappinelli

Awards in Regional
The U.B. Jessup Team competed in
the prestigious 1991 Phillip C. Jessup
International Moot Court Regional Com
petition on February 15th and 16th. The
competition was hosted by Marquette
University Law School in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Ten law schools sent teams
consistillg of Applicant and Respondent.
Gay Kang and David Geurtsen argued
on behalf of the Applicant before a panel
of judges who represented the Interna
tional Court of Justice (ICJ). Sean Galliher
and Dan Vira acted as Respondents in
the case, which involved an international
trade dispute concerning international
obligations under the General Agreement
in Tariffs and Trade.
Dave and Gay defeated Respondent
teams from host school Marquette and
the University of Minnesota while Dan
and Sean emerged victorious over the
University of Iowa and the University of
Kansas. U.B. further distinguished itself
by being the only law school placing two
winners in any one awards category.
Sean Galliher and Gay Kang took best
oralist awards during the two day competition. Dave and Dan were also singled
out for their excellence by the judges.
The next big event on the Jessup
agenda is the upcoming Faskin-Campbell
1st year Moot Court competition in
Toronto. This oral competition is open to
all first year students who have an interest
in developing their oral advocacy skills
and potentially gaining membership on
the Jessup Board.
Selection to the first year team will be
based on the student's performance in
the intramural competition which will be

held in late February. Participants will
argue from the memorials (briefs), which
were prepared by this year's Regional
team.
The Jessup team would also like to
thank Mary Ellen Gianturco, Moses
Howden, Lorretta Smith and all board
members and faculty, who gave of their
time to help prepare the team. It was
because of their eff9rts that this year's
team was so successful.
Students selected as team members for
the Toronto competition:
Henry Nowak
Lisa Dobosiewicz
Paul DeRosa
Michelle Spitzer
Frank Housh
David Jones
Tom Cannavo
Sue Zalewski (1st Alternate)
Mahindra Maharaj (2nd Alternate)
Darrin Bufonte (3rd Alternate)
To all the first years who competed in this
year's Jessup Moot Court Competition:
Thank you for ·showing us the time,
energy and hardwork that all of you so
clearly put into preparing your oral ar
guments. Thank you also for sharing
with us your courage, strength, and great
heart in presenting your arguments. We
enjoyed meeting you and experiencing
your fire and enthusiasm. Hope it was as
much fun for you as for us.
From, The Jessup Judges

Twenty Years Ago
in The Opinion
This article appeared in the March 19, 1971 issue of The
Opinion. The same issues are still with us today.

Statement of the Concerned Law Students for Peace
Since its inception in the days following the U.S. invasion of
Cambodia, Concerned Law Students for Peace (CLSP) has
continued to grow both numerically and in the scope of its
concern. Increasingly, the organization has been approached
by individuals and groups to provide assistance in legal problems.
The common denominator in these requests for assistance is an
attempt to make the legal system work for those in our society
whom it now seems to work against, for the poor, political
activists, migrant workers, prisons, mental inpatients, homo
sexuals, students, and others less favored by society. Any
freshman law student can discern quickly how the law favors
certain classes of our society.
What can one man do is a favorite question of persons
concerned about these problems. If you really want to do
something, the opportunity is available. CLSP has more requests
for assistance than it can handle. Most involve only a small
commitment of time and effort in return for an educational
experience coupled with the satisfaction of knowing that you are
doing something worthwhile.
The next meeting of the CLSP is open to all those who want
to help. To accomodate the expanding role of the organization,
CLSP recently held a reorganization meeting. Bob Wall, Sally
Mendolla, and Brian York were chosen as temporary chairmen
and chairwomen. They will direct the activities of the organization
until the election of permanent officers in April.
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Letters to the·Editor· Continued
Dear Dean Filvaroff,
If you get a chance, you might want to stroll over to Baldy on the 2nd floor to Room 212- that's important as there are 2 separate Labs- and take a look at the Baldy Apple
Lab.
I don't know how long this lab has been in operation. The Education Department wrote a proposal and got the funding to start it originally for the use of its students. It costs
The Education Department $40,000 a year to maintain. The problem is, Law Students dominate it. When you use it, you have to give your ID and fill out a sheet indicating
what school/department you are with. This Lab is closing up at the encl of the Spring Semester because the Education Department does not have the funds or interest to
keep maintaining it.
With the cutbacks over the years, the Education Department has been getting smaller and smaller. The Lab creates "jobs• for its students. These students receive stipends
and owe a certain number of hours of work each semester and work off the labor they owe running the lab. The Education Department does not own this equipment. The
University Computing Center owns all the Macintosh Computers and Printers. Butthe Education Department supplies all the paperforthe printers and this equipment breaks
down and has to be maintained and repaired. It is my understanding that having this Lab has created "assistantships· for Education Students- They get tuition waivers
and about $8,000 in stipends.
Anyway, Ms. Pat Tanner is the "head" of the Baldy Apple Lab and she can give you the actual details. Since the dominant user of this Lab is Law Students, I propose that
the Law School take over this la~ starting this summer. I don't think you realize- The Opinion and The Dissent is written over hereI All the students do their term papers
over here! I probably spend 15 hours a week here. It is open 7 days a week, including breaks from about 9 AM to 11 pm. Students have really come to depend on this
place.
The Computer Center will be receiving all of this equipment back for reallocation. The Macintosh is so much easier to use than the PC clones with the MS DOS. Which
is why students find that start up is instant success-just clicking a mouse to get in and out of programs, to change fonts, to edit, set up foot notes, set up paging, etc. Nothing
could be easier! MS Word and Word Perfect run on the Mac.
If you worked out a deal with the Computer Center, maybe they'd let you put Macs in Law Review, AWLS, SBA, BPILP, NLG (In the Public Interest and The Dissent are
in that office) and The Opinion, ASA & LALSA, etc. and some in AV Dept Law Library, etc. Or, on the 5th floor of the Law Library in the Koren Center, one of those rooms
could become a Mac Lab! Please think about it- The Law Students are going to be very sad when they find out about this. Pat Tanner can give you the statistics of the
number of Law Student users compared with other students.
I wanted you to be the first to know, so that you can be the first to propose to the Computing Center that the Law School wants this equipment. It wouldn't have to cost the
Law School $40,000 a year because you wouldn't have to create assistantships for students to staff the lab. Work Study Students could do it in the Law Library if you set
up a Lab on 5th. floor or if you split the machines up among student groups, students would just use them-in their student offices. There are 20 Macintoshes, 3 Laserprinters
and 3 or 4 imagewriters (Dot Matrix printers) and a file server/network hard drive and 4 Apple GS lls and 8 floppy disk drives.
I think students would rather have access to computers than having a lounge in the basement and considering the cutbacks, this seems more obtainable.
Thank you for your time and consideration of this proposal.
Sincerely,
Angela Marie Gott
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Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection
of the State of NewYork
F,tty-Fivc El~ Street. Albany. N~w York 12210 ■ (518) 474-84:lll (Toll-free NYS 1-800-442-FUND)
t 199<) Lawyer"\ · Fund for Cl 1cnt Protl'L'ltun llf the S1~1tc of New YorL.

prob 1~m

now is 'now

m,d< c.We all know that a lawyer entrusted with client funds
has important fiduciary responsibilities. We know, too,
that the misuse of those funds is an exception, not the
rule. ■ But when it happens, it's an embarrassment to
the legal profession. That's why lawyers nationwide
finance client protection funds. Not to write off debts
of honor, but to reimburse them. ■ The Lawyers' Fund
in New York serves better than most. Since 1982. it
has restored more than $17 million to eligible law
clients. Those awards come from the Fund's share of
the biennial registration fee, not tax dollars. And nearly
every eligible client receives 100 percent reimburse
ment. ■ That's something to be proud of. Because it's
not just our clients we're protecting. It's our honor.
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WE'D LIKE TO
]
REMIND YOU THAT THE
UNCENSORED CONTENT
OF TIDS NEWSPAPER IS
MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE UNITED STATES.

THE CONSTITUTION
The words we live by.
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The Docket ·
What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

What:
When:
Where:

What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

What:
When:
Where:

Time:
Lowdown:

Film: The Willmar 8
March 5th, at 12:30pm
First Floor Lounge, O'Brian Hall
Story of eight midwestem women who stepped to the forefront of the
struggle against sex discrimmination in the workplace.

What:
When:
Lowdown:

MPRE application due date.
March 6th.

If you have not already taken the ethics part of the Bar, now is the chance.
Because this is the late registration deadline, cost of the exam is $75.00.

What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

MPRE review class given by Marino.
Sunday, March 10th.
Room 108
Prepare for the MPRE for FREE!

What:
When:
Lowdown:

Next Opinion deadline.
Monday, March 11
Submit your articles (on Microsoft Word, preferably), to Box 677 or 808.

What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

Film: The Accused
March 12th, 5pm
Fifth floor lounge, O'Brian Hall
Jodi Foster and Kellie McGill is star in this adaptation of the New Bedford
Gang Rape Trial.

Pro-Choice Tabling
March 6th & 7th, 9am - 2pm
Second floor of O'Brian Hall
Information will be distributed, consciousness raised.

What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

Speaker: Alexis DeVeaux
March 14th, 12:30pm
First floor lounge, O'Brian Hall
Ms. DeVeaux will discuss Violence Against Women of Color.

Debate and open forum.
Wednesday, March 6h
Woldman Theater
5:00p.m.
Peter Christ, a retired Tonawanda Police Captain, Dana Beal-a radical
organizer and nationally known activist, and Jeff Blum-Constitutional
Law professor will debate the U.S. drug policy.

What:
When:
Where:
Time:
Lowdown:

Isabel Allende comes to U.B.
March 18th
Slee Hall
8:00p.m.
Chilean novelist and human rights activist, niece and godchild ofSalvador
Allende, late President of Chile assassinated in 1973 as part of military
coup, will discuss conditions in Latin America.

What:
When:
Where:

Film: The Ella Baker Story
March 21st, 12:30pm
First floor Joung, O'Brian Hall
A history of the civil rights movement through the lifework of Ella Baker.

Graduate Students and Young Professionals Happy Hour
Tuesday, March 5, at 7:00 pm.
Central Park Grill, 2519 Main Street.
$5 cover. Proceeds go to the United Jewish Fund. There will be free beer,
pizza, wings, and veggies.
"Women and Body: Friend or Foe"
Tuesday, March 5, from 6:30 - 8:30pm.
Room 415, Capen Hall.
A workshop designed for women to explore their relationship to their
bodies.
Student speaker elections.
March 5th & 6th
In front of the law library.

Bar Collective Secures Rebates

Lowdown:
by Darryl McPherson, Staff Writer
The UB Bar Review Collective is a loose, informal group of law students
gathered together attempting to get better bar review courses at a better price. The
movement is currently spearheaded by Jim Monroe and Rodger Doyle. Along with
Tara Burke and others, they believe that by joining together, students can amass
greater bargaining power with the companies. "We try to get as many students as
possible to boycott signing up for any course until the Collective votes and agrees
on a certain offer," says Monroe.
In 1989, John Wienski started the Collective, and managed to get cooperation
from Kaplan-SMH and Marino, two of the companies. When Wienski graduated,
the organization started to drift apart until Monroe and Doyle picked it up. They
have been able to garner administration and student support and have managed to
negotiate deals with some of the companies.
With Marino, they have reduced the course price to $650. With BAR/BRI, the
largest bar review company, the Collective has gotten a $100 discount to be given
to all third years signed with BAR/BRI. Though they have been cooperative, a part
of Kaplan-SMH is supposedly going out of business after July, so their usefulness
is now questionable. The only company that refuses to negotiate with the
Collective is the Pieper Bar Review Course. As a result, the Collective has started
a Boycott Pieper movement.
While Pieper refuses to even recognize the Collective, BAR/BRI does so with
some hesitance, believing it is not fair to give a benefit to some studentsjust because
they waited and signed a piece of paper with the Collective. To eliminate the
unfairness, BAR/BRI offers its discount to all students signed with them. The tactic
is viewed as an affirmative attempt to undercut the Collective's power, and forces
it to operate on a year by year basis.
Student representatives for the companies recognize the opportunity third year
students have with the Collective this year. However, they see the Collective as a
hindrance to a student's ability to evaluate the individual bar review companies.
BAR/BRI and Marino offer very different programs, which is reflected in their
prices. They are not easily compared as each offers different products with
specialized services, some better than others.
The Collective has a number of goals to improve the bar review course situation.
It plans to submit a resolution before the SBA that will ask the companies to
voluntarily limit the number of times they stuff the mailboxes and hang their fliers
for environmental and psychological reasons. They believe there is too much
pressure on first year students to sign up. "The bar review courses take advantage
of fear and anxiety to get us to take their courses," says Doyle. The Collective also
wants to enlist the faculty to tell the first years not to sign up.
They also hope to make the Collective a clearing house for information on bar
review courses. If the Collective can survive, they want to establish a permanent
tape library that will be open to all students. It is believed that by creating greater
access to this information, the Bar Exam pass rate for UB students will improve.
This year the Collective has voted to accept the Bar/BRI $100.00 offer. So far,
over 350 students have signed commitment applications. Next semester, it will be
up to John Licata, Pam Davis, Colleen Van Gelder, and anyone else they can recruit
to utilize the inroads made this semester to keep the Collective an effective and
cohesive unit.

IMPORTANT SBA ANNOUNCEMENTS
l.

SBA Executive Board Elections

The SBA Executive Board Elections will be held on April 9th and 10th. To
run for President, Vice President, Treasurer, or Secretary, you should
pick up peti lions from the SB A Office and collect 80 signatures from the UB
Law student body. The completed petitions must be returned to the SBA
Office or Box 692 by March 11. A one page statement ofcandidacy should
be submitted to THE OPINION (Box 677 or 808) by March 11. The
statement will serve to identify you, the executive position you seek, and the
reasons you are running.

2.

1991-92 Budget Hearings

The SBA Budget Hearings will be held March 12th and March 13th at 6:00
p.m. each day in the SBA office. See the SBA office door to find out which
time has been assigned to your group. Please be prompt. If there is a
scheduling problem, you can switch with another group as long as they
consent The group representative should be prepared to wait in the event
there are delays.

3.

SASU Delegate

There is a need for a new SASU delegate. The SBA has appointed an interim
delegate, but needs to hold official elections soon. If you are interested in
this position, please leave a letterof intent in John Licata's box, 443. If you
need more information on the functions and duties of a SASU delegate,
contact any SBA Director or Rhonda Weir, Box 273.

4.

Law Revue

Professor Atleson has expressed his interest in holding a talent show. In past
years, it has been called "Law Revue." The SBA is trying to find out if there
is any student support for this. If you think this is a good idea, or want to
get involved, please leave a note in Box 692. Let us know if you have any
ideas, talent or backstage/lighting experience. Please hurry since we need
time to make plans if the show is to be held this semester. THAT'S ALL
FOLKS!!

ATTENTION ARTIST TYPES!!
The Buffalo Environmental Law Society is looking for a logo, and will be soliciting
submissions from area artists and regular people. If your logo is selected, you will receive
a $50cash prize!! Submit your logos toa B.E.L.S. representative. There is no limit to the
amount of logos one person may submit. The deadline for entries is March 12.
ALSO ...
BPILP needs an artistic student to implement design and logo ideas for an upcoming
fund.raising drive. Interested individuals should contact Brian Madrazo,# 449.
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ATTENTION: CLASSES OF 1991 & 1992

SPRING SEMESTER
DISCOUNT

UP
TO
WHEN YOU REGISTER EARLY FOR BARIBRl'S
NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, OR ANY NEW ENGLAND BAR REVIEW.

If your registration fee is:

$150 ·

$100

$50

Your tuition will be:
New York

$1095

$1145

$1195

New England

$945
$845

$995
$895

$1045

New Jersey

$945

Note: Regularlultlons are $1245 In New York; $1095 In New England
and $995 In New Jersey.

THE LAST DAY TO SAVE UP TO $150 IS

To Be Announced

BAR REVIEW
THE BAR REVIEW THAT CARES ABOUT YOU.
415 SEVENTH AVENUE, SUITE 62
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001
(212} 594-3696 (201} 623-3363 (516} 542-1030
(914} 684-0807 FAX: (212} 643-9460
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TII

20 PARK PLAZA, SUITE 930
BOSTON, MASS. 02116
(617} 437-1171 (203} 724-3910
FAX: (617} 437-0698

